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Abstract  

Ethernet technology is being accepted by industrial community due to its open standardization 
and low cost. To meet the requirements of industrial applications, a switched Ethernet 
network with hard real time guarantees using relative deadlines is presented as a first step to 
verify the functionality.  The goal of the project was primarily to implement a real-time 
switched Ethernet with EDF (Earliest Deadline First) scheduling algorithm. 

In this project, the function simulations of real-time switched Ethernet with distributed control 
software have been implemented, by using a standard switch with priority-queues and the 
distributed software, as well as EDF-scheduled TDMA (Time Division Medium Access). The 
network topology is the star type. There is no extra hardware added into the switch and the 
nodes. All functions are implemented by software and the setting in the switch. 

The project focuses on hard real-time service guarantees but soft real-time traffic and non 
real-time traffic, as well as real time administration are also taken into the consideration. 

Our simulations show that 100 percent of the network usage could be scheduled and the result 
of deterministic real-time properties of the system are achieved as expected. 
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Terminology 

Abbreviations                               Explanation               

ASIC                              Application Specific Integrated Circuit 

ACK                               Acknowledge 

CFI                                 Canonical Format Indicator (VLAN) 

CMD                              Command 

Cycle Syn                           Cycle Synchronization 

DA                                  Destination Address 

EDF       Earliest Dead Line first Scheduling  

FCS                                Frame Check Sequence 

HRT                               Hard Real Time  

IP                      Internet protocol 

IEEE                   Institute of Electrical and electronics Engineers 

LLC                                Logical Link Control 

MAC                          Medium Access control 

NTP                                Network Time Protocol 

NRT                               None Real-Time  

NIC                                 Network interface controller 

OS                     Operating system 

OSI                    Open System Interconnect 

Powerlink                       One of Automation standard  

PROFINET                     One of Automation standard 

PDT                                 Propagation delay Test 

PT                                    Protocol Type 

QoS                                 Quality of service 

Qtag                                 IEEE802.1q tagging 

RIF                                   Routing Information field  
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RTC                                   Real-Time channels 

RT                                      Real-Time 

RTE                                    Real-Time Ethernet  

RTOS                                 Real time Operating System 

RDT                                   Responding delay test 

SNTP                                  Simple Network Time Protocol 

SA                                      Source Address in the MAC frame 

SRTP                                  Switched Real Time Protocol 

SRT                                    Soft real Time 

Src                                      Source 

TCP                        transport control protocol 

ToS                                    Type of service 

TPID                                  Tag protocol Id (VLAN) 

TDMA    Time division multiple Access 

TT                                       Time Table 

TTa                                     TT for administration 

TTrq                                    TT for requesting 

TTt                                      Time Table for Transmission 

UDP                      User datagram protocol 

VLAN                                Virtual Local Area Network 

VID                                     Virtual LAN ID 
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1. Introduction 

Many industrial applications require real-time computation and communication services. In 
distributed real-time systems, all real-time tasks are defined by their timing requirements, 
such as period, deadline, response time, etc.  Real-time tasks can be classified into hard real-
time and soft real-time tasks by the sort of real time requirements. If a hard real-time task 
misses a deadline, it causes a computation to be useless or counterproductive. If the 
communication system fails to provide hard real-time guarantee, the sender of the packets 
should be informed. While soft real-time tasks only try to meet the real-time constraints (e.g., 
deadlines), as opposed to the hard real-time tasks, occasional violations of the timing 
constraints may not result in a useless execution of the task but decrease in the performance of 
the system.  

 
Switched-based network is increasingly used in industrial applications and LAN technology 
(e.g. Ethernet) is commonly adapted in the industrial systems. However, there are some 
problems in the switched Ethernet. First, most switches have no, or limited support for hard 
real-time communication and they have no explicit support for the predictable and periodic 
traffic. Therefore the normal switch is not suitable for the typical industrial application. 
Second, when there are many different kinds of time critical real-time traffic in the network, 
the traffic with nearer deadline might be congested by the traffic with further deadline, 
causing the real-time traffic to miss its deadline. Third, the buffer in the switch will overflow 
when the traffic is heavy, so that packets will be discarded. 
                                               
There are different ways to address these issues. In this project, a special method is used to 
delay packets with further deadline so that packets with nearer deadline could be sent without 
being blocked by the former. This is done with help of false packets which should be dropped 
at the ingress of the switch. It plays a delay role on the line between the NIC (Network 
Interface Circuit) of the end node and the switch and enables the TDMA and all kinds of 
synchronizations in the project. Another important feature used is EDF-scheduled TDMA, the 
medium access method in the network with a dynamic time-slot allocation. EDF scheduling 
algorithm is used to decide who the owner of each time slot is. The EDF (Earliest Deadline 
First) is proven to be globally optimum and capable of achieving full processor utilization 
[10]. In this project, EDF scheduling is used to achieve efficient bandwidth utilization on the 
TDMA. The TDMA is implemented by NIC of the node, the setting in the switch and the TTt 
(Timetable for transmission) for the node. The main functions of a real-time switched 
Ethernet network with hard real-time guarantees using EDF (Earliest Deadline First) 
scheduling and EDF-scheduled TDMA is simulated.  

 
Apart from false packets and EDF-scheduled TDMA, other methods are also used in this 
project: scheduling real time traffic in advance to avoid packets missing their deadlines; TT 
(time table) to allocate time-slots for real-time traffic and synchronize between different 
nodes, and scheduled TTt  to transmit the real-time traffic in the EDF order; a Ethernet frame 
with VLAN (Virtual Local Area Network) tagging to mark the different traffic (protocol IEEE 
802.1q) so that the switch can sort out the traffic into the several priorities precedence queues. 
The network topology is the star type. The function simulations of real-time switched 
Ethernet with distributed control have been implemented by using a standard switch with 
priority-queues and distributed software. There is no extra hardware added into the switch and 
the nodes. All functions are implemented by software and the setting in the switch. 
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The remaining of this report is organized as follows: In section 2, the related works are 
reviewed, in section 3; we discuss TDMA, TT, and how the different traffic is handled in the 
proposed system and the illustration of EDF algorithm. The distributed system 
synchronization, implementation of hardware and software are discussed in section 4. The 
simulation results are presented and analyzed in section 5, and our conclusion made in section 
6. 
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2. The related works  

2.1 Dynamic Time-Deterministic traffic in a Fiber-optic WDM Network 

A fiber-optic star network with a real-time protocol based on TDM was proposed by M. 
Jonsson in 1997 [1]. Time-slots allocation is done in advance by using a deterministic 
distributed algorithm according to the matrix X in the control slots of the receiver cycle. To 
achieve efficient bandwidth utilization, guaranteed slots could be released for best effort 
messages if there are no guaranteed messages to send.   
 
The design idea and techniques applied in the Fiber-optic star Network, such as TDMA, the 
predetermined slot-allocation algorithm, X, Y matrix and the control slots, as well as the 
different queues for different traffic and slot reserving, inspire us on this  project even though 
the hardware is totally different from that in this project. 
 
2.2 A switched Ethernet with EDF scheduling algorithm 

(A). A switched real-time Ethernet with EDF scheduling algorithm is presented in [2]. A RT 
(real-time) layer is added between the application and physical layers to deal with and support 
guarantees for real-time packets. RTC (Real-time channel) should be established before the 
packets come. Packets that have been stamped with an absolute deadline and scheduled on 
EDF algorithm both in the end node and the switch are sent through the switch to the Ethernet 
controller. The controller then schedules all the packets from different nodes into the queue 
according to the deadlines of the packets and sends them to the destination nodes. The 
centralized control mode or the distributed control mode used is not discussed in the paper.  

(B). A master thesis [6] to implement the above idea by using centralized control system was 
presented in 2002. RT (Real-Time) packets stamped with absolute deadline are sent to the 
Ethernet controller via the switch, scheduled into the queue according to EDF algorithm, 
shaped by the leaky bucket and sent back to the switch. The advantage of this design is that 
implement of the control over transmission of RT packets can be comparatively simple. The 
drawback is that all RT packets are delivered through the switch two times from the source 
node to the destination node, making the packets suffer extra latency.  
 
          In our proposed method, EDF scheduling is done at destination nodes instead of at the 
switch or at the controller connected to the switch. Another difference is that, in our case the 
packets are not stamped with relative dead lines as that in the above two methods but the 
packets are still being scheduled in EDF order which is based on the RT requests from source 
nodes to the destination nodes. Full details could be found in the latter sections.  
  

2.3 PROFINET 

PROFINET real-time Ethernet is an Automation standard based on Ethernet proposed by the 
Profibus International Organization (PI). PI and Interbus Club cooperate to explore and 
establish the standard. PROFINET forms the system platform of Automation system for the 
distribution of compartments from I/O level to Manager Level. The PROFIBUS and 
INTERBUS techniques are well integrated into the automation system. [7] 
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There are three versions of PROFINET, where PROFINET brought up technical plans for the 
real-time development of IEEE802.1D and IEE1588, as well as different real-time channel 
techniques specialized for different demands of real-time applications. With TDMA based 
scheduling, synchronized real-time traffic with a jitter in the range less than 1 microsecond 
can fulfill the requirements.  

To improve its communication capacity, PROFINET defines a maximum of seven levels of 
prioritization of reports according to IEE802.1p. Real-time communication channel IRT uses 
Isochronous Real-Time ASIC chips to further shorten the processing time of communication 
stacks software.  

2.4 Ethernet Powerlink 

Ethernet PowerLink is based on layer 2 protocol introduced by the automation company 
Bernecker & Rainer in 2001. It extents isochronous, asynchronous modules in the 
TCP/UDP/IP layer so that deterministic, isochronous, and real-time traffic can achieve their 
requirements. [8] 

PowerLink employs SCVM (Slot Communication Network Management) to access the 
physical network in order to avoid collisions between any two devices. [8] 

The dedicated time-slots are used for the synchronized real-time traffic and the shared time-
slots for the asynchronous traffic. Certain aspects of this idea can be used to implement jitter 
EDD scheduling algorithm as the second step of the project. 

2.5 Synchronization methods 

 (A)Time synchronization in switched Ethernet 
 

The SNTP and NTP are internationally accepted time protocols for synchronization of 
Internet services, which work in a client server model. SNTP is a subset of NTP, which is 
equipped with filtering techniques that help to estimate the latencies, thereby deciding the 
accurate time at the client node. Its accuracy of synchronization suffers from the uncertain 
latency caused by the switch or switches between server and client. Time updates in these 
protocols can be done in either a unicast or multicast fashion. In unicast updates, the client 
requests the time and receives the response from the server; where as in multicast updates, the 
server multicasts the timing information to a particular group of clients periodically even if 
there is no request from the clients. Request and response messages are stamped with timing 
information, namely T1, T2, T3, and T4, which corresponds to the time of release and receive 
of the messages at both the server and the client sides. Respectively, on the client side, T1 and 
T4 indicate the times at which request is released and the response received. At the server end, 
time stamp T2 is placed onto the synchronization packet to indicate the time of reception, 
while T3 is placed to specify the time of release of response. The accuracy of time estimation 
varies depending on the layer in which time stamping is done. If these protocols are 
implemented in either the application layer or Ethernet driver, synchronization is affected by 
the RTOS, UDP/IP implementation, and platform load. Thereby the timing accuracy that can 
be achieved with these implementations would be in the order of few milliseconds to 100 
microseconds. One-microsecond accuracy can be achieved if the implementations are done at 
Ethernet Data link/physical layer, as there would be negligible effects of platform load and 
RTOS. [3]  
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(B) (PCS) Probabilistic clock synchronization in distributed system 
 
A clock synchronizing method that can provide a probabilistic guarantee over the upper 
bound of clock skew is the probabilistic clock synchronization, where the clock skew is the 
difference in the delay between two sequentially-adjacent clock paths. Non-deterministic 
synchronizing algorithms have smaller skews compared to deterministic algorithms, if the 
demand for certainty is relaxed [5].   
 
The first probabilistic clock synchronization method was introduced by the F. Cristian [4]. 
The other paper [5] also discussed the similar PCS algorithm with a different protocol, namely 
TTP (time transport protocol). The protocol works in the Master slave scheme to accomplish 
the PCS algorithm, where the Master node sends a sequence of synchronizing messages to the 
slave nodes, whilst each message in the sequence set is stamped with the time of release. Each 
slave node, upon receiving the sequence, estimates the time of the master node with some 
statistical analysis and decides the time at which the concerned node has to change its clock. 
The same synchronization method is repeated periodically to compensate the drift in time [5].      
 
The rate at which skew develops between the two hardware clocks needs to be bounded. The 
results show that PCS is capable of guaranteeing the maximum clock skew of the order of few 
milliseconds, whereas the deterministic algorithms can guarantee 50 milliseconds. By sending 
a sufficient number of synchronizing packets to slave node, probability of failure can be 
decreased to a great extent. Moreover, a single set of messages is sufficient in Ethernet for re-
synchronizing the node. It is independent of number of the nodes involved in broad cast 
networks [5]. 
 
The two synchronization methods described in 2.5(A) and 2.5(B) were considered for use in 
this project for the TDMA work. But both methods demand either hardware or software 
modifications, which makes the project too extensive. So a new method that works with false 
packets has been proposed. Full details are discussed in sections (3.2 and 4.3).  
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3. The proposed approach 

The project implements a switched real-time Ethernet with EDF- (Earliest Deadline First) 
scheduled TDMA. It will be done by using existing standard switch 3Com 4400 to connect 
several end nodes that communicate with each other at 100 Mb/s. The proposed network 
topology is illustrated in Figure 3-1.  

 

          
                 
                                      Figure 3-1 the proposed network                       
 
A RT layer is needed to be added upon the MAC layer and to be defined to execute different 
handlings for the RT communication. An end node acts as a source and/or destination, in the 
sense that every node has the same implementations while their activities differ time to time 
during communication         
 
The switched RTE system applies the EDF-scheduled TDMA to synchronize different source 
nodes to send packets to the destination. How to use the slots depends on the TT (Time Table) 
that is used to allocate the time-slots of the TDMA according to the EDF scheduling 
algorithm. 

All the four priority queues of the switch 3com 4400 are used for the RT administration, 
HRT, SRT, NRT traffic, from the high to the low respectively.   Refer to 3.3 for detail. 

3.1 The traffic in the simulation RTE and classification 

The traffic in the RTE consists of periodic real-time traffic and aperiodic non-real-time traffic. 
Periodic real-time traffic may be divided into three services, namely administration, hard real-
time, and soft real-time. Aperiodic traffic is referred to as best-efforts service. The periodic 
real-time packets in the RTE are supposed to have no jitter limitations and a fixed size (1514 
bytes). Packets with fixed sizes would simplify the design of this project. In reality, the packet 
sizes differ, but this can be compensated by varying the size of the corresponding TTt, so the 
overall effect is the same as using equal size packets. For example, when the packet size is 
1514, TTt will be 128bytes; if the size is changed to 151 bytes, the TTt will be adjusted to 
1280 bytes.            
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3.2. Real-time communication 

To support real-time communication, time tables (TT) should be created before a source node 
send real-time packets to the destination node. The TTt (Timetable for Transmission) are 
constructed according to the EDF algorithm in the destination node and are sent back to the 
source nodes one by one. The source nodes then send packets according to the TTt on the 
time-slots of the TDMA (here TDMA slots are determined by the TTt), which is a special 
medium access method. The destination node receives the stream of packets which is 
converged in the Switch in EDF order. 

The time table (TT) 

There are three kinds of TT. They are TTrq, TTt and TTa. 

TTrq, which is sent from the source node to the destination node, tells the destination node 
which slots are requested and which slots have been used by the other destination nodes 
communicating with the source node.  The destination node takes the TTrq into account to 
decide the TTt for the source node in order to avoid conflict with the other destination nodes. 
The source node keeps the TTrq in order to control the forwarding synchronization, which is 
not discussed in detail because it is not a primary aspect within the boundaries of this project. 

TTt, which is sent from the destination node to the source node, controls the transmitting 
procedure in the source node. 

TTa, which comes from the TTt and resides in the destination node. It is responsible for 
admission control and reliable transmission of UDP (User Datagram Protocol). 

                  

                Figure. 3.2-1. The different TT s are shown in the negotiations. 

The main function of TT is to allocate time-slots for real-time traffic. The negotiation 
procedure is shown in Fig. 3.2-1. The steps are listed below: 

1. The destination node receives the setup request and samples the real-time periodic signals. 

2. The destination node constructs the TTt and sends back to the source node to confirm if the 
sampling is correct. 
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3. The source node compares and checks the consistence of the contents of TTt and the real-
time signal sequences.  Then TTrq is produced and sent together with RT Req. At the same 
time, it makes copies of the TTrq for control of the forwarding synchronization. The 
destination node keeps the TTrq in order to calculate the new TTt for the next new request 
from the other node. 

4. After the destination node received the TTrq, the TTrq will be calculated with other TTrqs 
which are from the different nodes to produce new TTt s based on EDF scheduling algorism 
and send the TTt s back to the source nodes. At the same time, it makes copies of the TTt s, 
called TTa s, for control of reliability of transmission.  

5. The source node sends real-time packets according to the TTt received.  

 

The cycle of TT and the cycle of the EDF-scheduled TDMA 

TT, which contains all the activities of source nodes to the specified destination node in the 
TDMA cycle, is used for transmission control in the source.  The cycle covered by TT is same 
as that of the TDMA. It depends on the maximum common factor of the cycles of the real-
time traffic (e g. the cycles 1ms, 4ms, 8ms and 16ms of the real-time traffic have the cycle 
16ms covered by TT). In the simulation system the cycle is 16ms, or 128 time-slots. (48ms 
traffic is not taken into account to simplify the discussion.)   

When the destination node receives packets from multiple sources, TT s (TTt, TTrq and TTa) 
is updated as the real-time channel built up. It is changed when either the node finishes its 
task in the cycle or a new node comes into the cycle and the updated TT s is sent to all nodes 
at the suitable time in the cycle. 

Data structure and definitions of TT 

The data structure of a TT is a matrix. TTrq may have different sizes of TTt and TTa. The TTt 
is given to the source node and the TTa is kept by the destination node have the same size and 
content. They have different names because they depend on the role of the end node. The TTt 
used for as a source node to control the transmitting procedure has different content from its 
TTa, which is used to control the reliable transmission when the end node acts as a destination 
node. Refer to Figure 3.2-1. The TTrqs are of different sizes because they could contain the 
information from the different destination nodes if the source node communicates with more 
than one destination node. If the TTrq is reconstructed into the same size as TTt, it will reduce 
the time to be transmitted but the slots taken by the SRT traffic will be difficult to be 
scheduled again. It is important in a real time system that The HRT traffic can take over the 
slots from the SRT traffic. Therefore, TTrq with a bigger size is needed.  

TTt  

In the destination node, TTt is composed as a matrix as TTt[i][j]. The first row TTt[1][j] is the 
TTt of the node 1, the second row is that  of the node 2 and so on. The destination node sends 
TTt back to the source node according to i. 
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TTt [i][j]   in the matrix TTt identifies the index of owner of slot j in the cycle for the source 
node i. (1<=j <= the greatest common factor of the cycles of the real-time traffic ,                 
1<= i      <=24). i is used to identify the row that is the TTt of the source node. 

   

In the proposed simulation system the element TTt[i][j] specifies the kind of slot as : 

TTt[i][j] = 0             No traffic to transmit. The false packet should be filled in. 

          = 1 - 10     H (Hard real-time traffic) for the destination 

          = 11- 20    S (Soft real-time traffic) for the destination 

          = 100        B/NRT (Best- effort traffic / Non Real- Time traffic) 

          = -1      the slot has been taken by HRT traffic from other node. The    false       
packet should be filled in. 

= -2       The slot has been taken by SRT traffic from the other node. The false    
packet should be filled in  

The value of the element TTt[i][j] is used to identify the queue from which a packet is to  be 
removed. After receiving TTt[i][j] from the destination node,  the source node replace i with 
h, the notation of the destination   

The destination node might receive several TTt s, since it is possible for a source node to send 
packets to the different destination nodes.  The source node reconstructs a TTt matrix 
according to the SA (source address) in the frame of TTt, which is from the destination node. 
The new matrix is identified by TTj[h][j]( (1<=j <= the greatest common factor of the cycles 
of the real-time traffic , 1<= h <=24 ). The source node sends the packets to the corresponding 
destination on h. TTt is converted from TTt[i][j] into TTt[h][j] when the TTt is received by 
source node. The example of cycle having 10 time-slots below illustrates how the conversion 
is done. 

 

TTt in node 5 is sent back to node 3 
according to the row number. 

 

Node 3 converts the row number to 5 in 
order to send the packets to the node 5.  

 

TTrq 

TTrq contains HRT and SRT request information. It is constructed according to the new 
request and the TTt in the source node. After receiving the TTrq the destination node 
schedules the traffic on the EDF algorithm and constructs the new TTt.   If the source node 
has been communicating with three destination nodes then the TTt is a matrix TTt [3][128]. 

TTt[3][j]  1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

TTt[5][j]  1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
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The frame of the request is described in subsection 3.3.4. The total length of the TTrq in this 
case will be 128 x 6 bytes. 

 

 

The specification of the TTrq [i][j] is shown as follows: 

TTrq [i][j]= 1 - 127     To identify the relative deadline of the HRT traffic at the slot j from the  
source node i in the simulation system                                    

                = 128-254   to identify the relative deadline of the SRT traffic at the slot j from the 
source node i in the simulation system 

TTa 

TTa have the same size and content as TTt. 

TTa for the reliable data transmission 

TTa is used to confirm the reliable transmission of UDP packets in the destination node.  UDP 
is not a reliable transmission protocol and packets may be missing. When the packet is 
received the element TTa [i][j] will be cleared to zero. If all elements in the TTa are zero 
within the cycle it means that all packets in the cycle have been reliably transmitted. If there 
are certain elements not being cleared the destination node will notify the source node of the 
missing packets. 

EDF- scheduled TDMA protocol 

EDF- scheduled TDMA is the medium access method in the network with a dynamic time-
slot allocation.  EDF scheduling algorithm is used to decide who the owner of each time slot 
is. The TDMA is implemented by NIC of the node, the setting in the switch and the TTt for 
the node.  

The link speed of NIC is utilized (i.e. 100Mb/s) as basic timing. A time slot is approximately 
equal to 121.5 µs plus the Inter Frame Gap 0.96 µs to transmit a maximum Ethernet packet 
(1514 bytes). There are 128 time slots in a cycle in the simulation system.  

The false packet is a means of delay. It is employed to delay the packet to the time-slot or the 
moment at which the packet will be transmitted. It works from the NIC of the source node to 
the ingress of the switch and then it is discarded by the switch. The dropping of false packets 
is done by the setting in the switch. Refer to 4.1.2.1 for detail. 

The TTt is used to allocate time-slots to the owner according to the EDF scheduling 
algorithm. The TTt is sent back to the source nodes one by one because the content is not the 
same for the different source nodes. The transmission cycle is shown in figure2. The cycle of 
node1 delays about one tenth (1/10) slot and the cycle of the node2 delays two tenth (2/10) 
slot and so on. All Nodes receiving the TTt before the last node have to be delayed for a 
slightly different period to synchronize with each other. Refer to the section 4.2.1 for details.  
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The number in the cell is the series number of the time-slots.      

N= A false packet with different size is filled in to synchronize the packets transmission.    

 

    Figure 3.2-2.the transmission cycles shows the timing of the source node1, node2 and 
node3. 

Here is another example to show what role the false packets play. 

The case is that node1 has three packets to send to destination node5, node2 has two and 
node3 has one. After calculating in the destination node5 TTt are sent back to the node1, 
node2 and node3, respectively. The TTt are as followed: 

TTt in Node1:   

     

TTt in Node2:        

 

TTt in Node3:                     

                           

d=data (packet),   x= the false packet.                                    

d d d x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

 Node1 (n1) transmission cycle   

Node 1 moves the packets to the line of the network at the slots 1, 2, 3.                         

x x x d d x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

Node2 (n2) transmission cycle    

Node2 moves the packets to the line of the network at the slots 4, 5 after three time-slots 
delay. 

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
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x x x x x d x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

Node3 (n3) transmission cycle                                                   

Node3 moves the packet to the line of the network at the slot 6 after five time-slots delay. 

The node5 receives the packets as follows: 

d d d d d d                   

n1 n1 n1  n2  n2  n3 

It can be see that the false packets can be used to help TTt to control the transmitting 
procedure, i.e. time-slots allocation. 

EDF- scheduled TDMA 

EDF is a scheduling algorithm, according to which the earliest deadline traffic is served first. 
For the periodic traffic, the deadline could be the beginning of the next period. Relative 
deadlines are used in this project. The slot capacity is set to 1514 bytes at 100Mb/s. This 
equals a slot length of 122 microseconds and is used to calculate for the relative deadline. For 
the cycle of 1 ms (millisecond), the first packet to be transmitted has the relative deadline of 8 
slots; for the cycle of 4 ms, the deadline is of 32 slots, and the cycle of 16 ms, the deadline is 
of 128 slots. When the packet is delayed for 122µs, the deadline decreases 1 slot length. The 
packet is marked as missing its deadline, if it has not been transmitted by the time the 
deadline has decreased to zero. 

Relative deadline is used in the project as it takes two bytes to keep the deadline instead of 
four bytes for the absolute deadline. The elements of the TTrq indicate the relative deadline of 
the real-time packets. If the traffic is not generated concurrently, the size of the TTrq will be 
256 bytes for the cycle which has 128 time-slots. It reduces the transmitting time for 
administration control. 

TDMA-based EDF scheduling is carried out in the destination node in this project. After 
receiving the new TTrq, TTt is updated accordingly (i.e. all the TTrqs from the other source 
nodes in the same destination are replaced with new one). 

The following are simplified charts that explain how the EDF algorithm schedules the traffic. 
The case is that node1, 2, 3, 4 send the packets to node5. 

TTrq is sent from node1. 

TTrq is sent from node2.  The negative number -1 
indicates the slot has been taken by the other node. 

TTrq is sent from node3.  b represents best-effort 
traffic 

TTrq is sent from node4.  “ ‘ “ indicates SRT traffic. 
 

Node1 10 9 8        

 Node2 5 4 -1        

Node3  2 b        

Node4  8’ 7’        
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EDF calculating procedure for the previous traffic is shown below 

 

                 step1. Node2 gets the slot1.                     step2. Node3 gets the slot2 

       

                Step3: Node 1 gets the slot3           Step4: Node 2 gets the slot 4 

  

                Step5: Node 1 gets slot 5                                      Step 6: Node 1 gets the slot 6 

 

                  Steps 7&8: Node 4 gets the slots 7&8 

                 And in step 9, Node 3 gets the slot 9 
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TTt s are constructed as follows when EDF scheduling has been carried out. 

Node1 

Slot                 3          5   6 

TTt 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -2 -2    

Slot    1                4                                       node2 

TTt -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 100  

Slot          2                                                9        node3 

TTt -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 10 10   

Slot                                              7    8          node4 

The receiving cycle in the node5 is shown as below: 

The receiving cycle 5 2 8 2 6 5 4’ 3’ b  

The packets are from n2 n3  n1  n2 n1 n1  n4   n4   n3 

All real-time packets keep their deadlines. 

 

3.3 RT layer and the frame constructions 

RT layer 

The RT layer is put on the MAC layer to make a shortcut to the MAC layer. The commands, 
which handle the real-time traffic, are embedded into the Ethernet frame with VLAN tagging. 
The RT layer is mainly used for the real-time traffic administration and the system control. 
The RT layer is shown in Figure 3.3-1. Once TTt has been constructed (similar to the real-
time channel) and sent to the source node the real-time communication is performed on the 
MAC layer. The real-time communication is shown in Figure 3.3-2 

 

Fig. 3.3-1 Illustration of RT layer. 

TTt -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -2 -2       
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Fig. 3.3-2.  Illustration of a real-time communication. 

Qtag (Tag of the IEEE802.1Q) 

The Ethernet frame with VLAN (Virtual Local Area Network) tagging is used to mark the 
different traffic (protocol IEEE 802.1Q) so that the switch can sort out the traffic into the four 
priority queues. The difference of MAC frame with VLAN tagging from the basic MAC 
frame is that Qtag (Tag of the IEEE802.1Q) is added between Src. and Length/Type fields of 
the basic frame. The inserted field is 4 bytes. Two bytes is the ID (Identification) of VLAN 
frame, which is identified by 81-00 of hexadecimal system. The other two bytes is the control 
information field. See Figure 3.3-3. Refer to the protocol for details. 

 

Figure 3.3-3. The difference between standard frame and tagged frame 

 

The Qtag is a part of the IEEE802.1Q header, so in order to implement QoS at layer 2, the 
entire network has to implement Qtag (IEEE802.1Q VLAN tagging). 
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The priority levels mapping in the proposed network are shown as in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: The priority levels in the proposed network 

The frame structures of the RT communication  

There are four kinds of frame structures in the simulation network. As shown in Fig. 3.3-4, 
they are NRT frame with the Qtag (0), SRT frame with Qtag(100), HRT frame with 
Qtag(110) and Administration frame with Qtag (111).  

There is a traffic ID field in both the HRT frame and SRT frame. With the traffic ID the 
system can identify not only the traffic with a different cycle but also the traffic that is the 
new comer or the scheduled one. 

 

Figure 3.3-4: Four kinds of frames of the simulation network 
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Table 2: Traffic ID definitions. 

                

The administration frames 

A. Request frame and its response frame     

The field of Sy.length (Synchronization length) in the Response (ACK.request) frame 
indicates the number of bytes to be subtracted from the first frame which is sent to the 
destination. The content of Sy length comes from the synchronization matrix. See 4.2.3 for 
the details.  

                               

                                                 Fig 3.3-5                          
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B. Notify frame and its response frame 

If an unexpected extra delay comes in, some packets will miss their deadlines. The destination 
node notifies the corresponding source nodes that their packets have missed the deadlines. 

 

                                                  Fig. 3.3-6 

C. Refuse frame 

If the traffic is too high for scheduling the suitable time-slots for the new traffic, the 
admission module in the destination node will refuse the request from the source node.  

 

                                        Fig. 3.3-7 

D. Synchronization frames and its response frames 

There are five kinds of synchronization. The frames used in the synchronization have 
different frame structures. See Figure 3.3-8 They are sent from the destination node. The 
descriptions are given as follows. 

Cycle Syn (Cycle synchronization) is used to synchronize the cycle. The source node starts 
immediately the transmission cycle after receiving the Cycle Syn.  

The sampling frame and confirming frames are similar, but the receiving cycle can be 
different. The receiving cycle of the sampling is longer than that of the latter because it takes 
time to wait for the real-time data. The receiving cycle of the confirmation starts according to 
the result analyzed in the destination node. The confirming could be executed several times in 
order, so that the sampling cycle is consistent with the confirming cycle. 

PDT is used to obtain the value of the latency between the source node and the destination 
node for the sending in the synchronization procedure. PDT is sent from the destination node 
to the source node and then looped back. After that, a delay between the source node and the 
destination node is obtained after calculation. 
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RDT is used to obtain the value of the responding latency of the source node for the 
responding synchronization procedure. RDT has to be used with two source nodes and one of 
them is used as the standard one. 

RDT respond frame is a 64 bytes frame. The destination node can find the difference by 
comparing the delay from the source nodes and saving the differences into the response 
matrix. 
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                    Figure 3.3-8 Different synchronization frames 

E. Shutdown frame and its response frame 

If the traffic finishes sending packets the shutdown frame will be sent to the destination to 
close this traffic. All time-slots taken by this traffic will be cleared and the new TTt will be 
constructed again and sent back to all the source nodes in the TTt. See the figure 3.3-9. 

 

 

                                      Figure 3.3-9 

F. Data frame 

Three different frames are employed in this project. They are HRT, SRT and NRT data 
frames. The traffic ID and Slot ID field (2 bytes) are embedded in the data field of the frame. 
the frame is shown as follows. 

 

                                               Figure 3.3-10 
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4. Implementation 

In this chapter, End Node, Switch, Synchronization, the fundamental functions of software, 
and QoS are discussed.  

4.1 End node 

End nodes in the simulation system are a Samsung P35 (laptop) and two DELL GX110. 
Pentium M processor, RTL8139 (NIC) is equipped in the P35. DELL GX110 has PentiumII 
600Mhz processor and 3C905c (NIC). SUSE-Linux version 9.3 with VLAN as an extension 
is installed in the nodes. The nodes are connected to a 3Com 4400 switch via NIC. The tasks 
of the end node are: 

A). traffic generation. 

B) Playing the role of the source node and the destination node. 

C) To generate TDMA timing sequence. 

4.2 Switch 

The switch is a SuperStack 3Com 4400 with 24 ports at 100 Mb/s and a 1 Gb/s uplink that 
can be used to connect other switch for expansion. Buffer size and the speed of internal bus 
are not available in the switch documentation.  

The switch settings to drop the false packets 

Many switches can drop the packet by switch setting. Unfortunately, there is no way to drop 
any packet in a 3Com 4400SE switch if the enhancement software is not installed according 
to the user manual. The following setting for dropping is achieved by the experiments.     

 The dropping of the false packet means the false packets will be discarded in the switch. It is 
implemented by setting the Database and Physical Interface. First, a false Ethernet address is 
set into the port in the Database, which will never be used, and then set the port into the 
disable state in the Physical Interface. If the packets with the false Ethernet address as the 
destination address come into the switch, they will be discarded. It can be checked and 
verified by the utility software Ethereal. 

Setting up virtual LANS (VLAN) 

The nodes with same VLAN ID are allowed to communicate with each other. Only the VLAN 
group setting is needed.  The nodes in the simulation system are set into same VLAN group. 
Refer to chapter 8 of the implementation guide [9] for detail. 

Using traffic prioritization  

The traffic prioritization of 802.3.1p is implemented by MAC frame with VLAN tagging. The 
VLAN frames with priority Qtag can be sorted into the four different queues according to 
their priorities. Refer to chapter 6 of the implementation guide [9] for details. 
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Using the Switch Database  

Entries need to be set into some aging time, so the switch need not to learn the entries 
repeatedly. Refer to chapter 5 of the implementation guide [9] for detail 

4.3 Synchronization  

It is crucial to synchronize different nodes to communicate with each other in a distributed 
system. There are five kinds of synchronizations involved in the project. They are Cycle 
synchronization, sampling synchronization, Propagation latency synchronization, Respond 
synchronization and Forwarding synchronization. 

Cycle synchronization  

The cycle synchronization is needed for the proposed TDMA scheme. The destination node 
sends the cycle synchronization frame to the source node to start the transmission cycle. 
When the system initializes, the node synchronizes only with the other nodes which are going 
to communicate with each other. If a new node comes in (The request frame comes), the node 
will synchronize with it by applying the cycle synchronization procedure. See Figure 4.3-1 
The packets among the Cycle Syn frames are the false packets which are used to do the 
timing. 

 

       Figure 4.3-1 The destination node sends the Cycle Syn. to the different source nodes. 

Sampling synchronization 
The sampling synchronization indicates that the real-time packets can be correctly marked at 
the corresponding time-slots in the TTrq. The sampling synchronization could be carried out 
several times to mark the real-time packets correctly. There are several cases which need to be 
discussed for the coming real-time packets. However this is not a primary issue in the scope 
of this project. The simple case is taken into account in the project by assuming the time-slot 
is free for the coming packet and it will be marked for this real-time packet. TTrq is 
constructed and sent to the destination in the request frame 
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Propagation latency synchronization 

Propagation latency is raised by the connection equipments such as cables and switches. 

Propagation latency synchronization is used to obtain the value of the propagation latency 
between the destination node and the source node because the latencies are different 
depending on the distance and the physical equipments. The values are saved into the P 
matrix (i.e. propagation latency matrix) for the synchronization module. E.g. the switch delay 
plus propagation latency is about 300 microseconds in the simulation system, i.e. 2.46 time-
slots.  

 All the end nodes in the system have their own propagation delay matrices. 

The response synchronization 

The response delay is raised by the OS (operating system) and the NIC using in the end 
nodes. 

 In the proposed system, if the response of source nodes to the destination is not synchronized, 
the time-slots on TDMA cycle will not be consistent. Consequently TDMA-based EDF 
scheduling algorithm would not work. This is the synchronized problem, i.e. the respond 
synchronization. See Figure 4.3-2  

 

Figure 4.3-2 the problem of the respond synchronization shows the different responding time 
between source nodes. 

There are two ways to address the problem of the respond synchronization.  The false packet 
mentioned in the previews section is employed to adjust the difference of the responds 
between the source nodes. The false packet is inserted at the front of the frame to be 
transmitted, shown in Figure 4.3-3. The size of the false packet is indicated in the TTt frame 
which is sent from the destination node. The source nodes fill in the false packet to 
synchronize with each other. So the respond synchronization is done. But it increases the 
response latency.  
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Figure 4.3-3: The false packet (the green one) is inserted at the front of the frame. 

The other way is that the source node (except the owner of the first time-slot) sends the 
different size of false packet at the first time-slot. The time for sending false packet is equal to 
the delay (the value of delay is obtained by the responding synchronization procedure which 
is executed when the system starts.) subtracting from the time-slot. The method to 
synchronize is depicted in Figure 4.3-4. It shows extra latency is eliminated. This method is 
used in the proposed system. 

          

Figure 4.3-4: The red one consists of the delay which comes from the sending TTt in turn 
from the destination node and the respond latency from the source nodes. The node 6 is not 
the owner of the first time-slot. The node 2 may not be the owner of the slot1 and slot2. Both 
of them only send the false packet at the beginning in the cycle.  

The responding synchronization procedure is executed in the destination node. The delay 
values of all the source nodes in the system are saved in the delay matrix. All the end nodes in 
the system have their own delay matrix. 

The forwarding synchronization 

If the time-slot of transmission cannot synchronize with the real-time message, it is possible 
either to send a empty real-time packet when the time-slot on the TTt begins earlier than the 
message come, or to send the real-time message with big latency when the message comes 
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much earlier than the time-slot on TTt. This is the other synchronized problem, i.e. the 
forwarding synchronization. See Figure 4.3-5 and Figure 4.3-6     

 

Figure 4.3-5: The cycle of TTt begins earlier than the message comes. Empty packets will be 
sent.  

         

Figure 4.3-6: The real-time message comes earlier than the TTt cycle. The message suffers an 
extra latency. 

To address the problem of the forwarding synchronization, a packet sampling is needed in 
order to mark the real-time message on the TDMA cycle before the real-time communication 
begins. The packet sampling takes two cycles to mark all packets on the responding time-slots 
because the first packet comes at random. After sampling the real-time message the source 
node knows when the packet comes and which time-slots are taken. The marked slot indicates 
that that packet is ready and should be sent at the next slot. Therefore the marked slots in the 
TTrq are one slot later than that in the sampling one. The traffic sampling information is sent 
to the destination as the new TTrq. Then it is used to calculate the new TTt with the old 
TTrqs. The TTt will be used in the next cycle. So the forwarding synchronization is done. 
Figure 4.3-7 shows the real-time packets suffer maximum one time-slot latency.  
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    Figure 4.3-7: two steps are done in the procedure of the forwarding synchronization         

4.4 QoS 

Confirmation of the reliable transmission 

The reliable transmission refers that the packets are received according to the on time time-
slots. If the packets do not miss the TTa will be cleared to zero. It indicates that all the packets 
on the cycle are received according to the time-slots, but the destination node cannot confirm 
the time-slots being on time because the switch cannot forward the packets as usual. So extra 
latency will be introduced in the receiving cycle and some time-slots cannot keep on time, i.e. 
the packets suffer the extra latency and these packets may miss their deadline. The extra 
latency is shown as Figure 4.4-1. The QoS module should be able to check the issue with the 
help of the source nodes (it will be explained below) and inform the owner of the packets 
about missing the deadlines. 

            

   Figure 4.4-1: The switch works unusual so that some packets from node 2 are delayed. 

To make sure that the receiving cycle keeps on time, the destination node marks the time slot 
1 of the receiving cycle frame as the starting point, and then calculates the time-slots to check 
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the consistent with the received time-slots in the TTt cycle. If the difference is less than a 
certain value (assuming one time-slot) it implies the network works well because the 
administration frame may be inserted into the receiving cycle, which takes about one tenth of 
time-slot. If the difference is bigger than what expected, the destination node will checks the 
packets in the left duration to confirm the deadline being held or not. If certain packet misses 
its deadline the destination node will notify the corresponding node.        

Avoidance of the uncontrolled priority inversion 

The uncontrolled priority inversion means the traffic with high priority in the queue waits for 
the traffic with lower priority. In this proposed system only the administration traffic suffers 
the uncontrolled priority inversion, i.e. the uncertain latency. The other real-time traffic is 
scheduled by the TTt and then transmitted in order on TDMA cycle. So the uncontrolled 
priority inversion can be avoided.   

Avoidance of conflict 

A conflict could happen when several nodes communicate with the same destination node, or 
a source node communicates with several destination nodes. If the traffic is quite heavy, the 
time-slot is taken by the other node and there is not a suitable time-slot for the source node, 
then destination node refuses the request by the admission control.  

Fault tolerance 

Some margins of the relative deadline is reserved for the unexpected latency, e.g. the EDF 
scheduling algorithm takes 2 as the deadline into account instead of zero. 

 

4.5 Software 

Introduction 

Three main functions should be provided in the software system. The first is setup of the 
network system; second the real-time communication and the third the administration of 
network system. 

The setup of the system means that all the nodes in the network initialize own distributed 
software system, such as generating different synchronization matrix by using the 
synchronizing module and the other initialization tasks  The procedure is as shown in Figure 
4.5-1 
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                                              Figure 4.5-1 

The real-time communication consists of three kinds of services. They are the procedure of 
setting up communication, the communication procedure and the procedure of closing 
communication. See Figure4.5-2. The last signal Ack.req in the Figure means clears the part 
of TTt, in which the specified RT traffic has been shut down.  

 

Figure 4.5-2: the different modules play their role on the three stages of the communication 

The administration of network consists of admission control and QoS control. 

In order to achieve better real-time behaviors Linux raw socket programming is employed in 
this project to reduce the latency through the protocol stacks. The impact of the variable 
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latency through the UDP/IP protocol stack can be removed also. Approx. 35 microseconds 
network latency is reduced by using the Ethernet protocol stack instead of the UDP/IP 
protocol stack when a 1514 bytes packet is transmitted from the source node to the destination 
in the simulation network. 

Linux OS 

SuSe- Linux 9.3 with VLAN as an extension was used in the project 
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5. Simulation 

Three computers and one Ethernet switch were used to simulate the real-time 
communications. The topology used is a star, which is shown in Figure 5-1. The real-time 
traffic is difficult to simulate by the software based on the two reasons; first, in our 
implementation the system call udelay() did not give enough precision (udelay() cannot pass 
the compiler GCC) and second, several hundred microseconds between the packets was too 
fast to work well for the system due to interruptions. Therefore, a dedicated computer is 
required to generate the real-time traffic. 

 

Figure 5-1. Topology of the simulation network. 

A different traffic pattern is produced by inserting a different number of false packets among 
the real-time packets. The simulation test procedures and the test results are presented in the 
following sections.  

5.1 Latency test 

The simulation network topology for this test is shown in Figure 5.1-1 and 5.1-2. Node 1 
sends the packet to node 2 via the switch and then loops back. The latency from the node 1 to 
node 2 is equal to half of the total latency.  

 

Figure 5.1-1 the topology of the latency test. 
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Figure 5.1-2: Latency test shows the latency between the end nodes. 

The test is repeated 50 times, and the average latency found to be 625 ± 5 microseconds.  

5.2 The false packet test 

The false packet test is to check, whether false packets are being discarded without impacting 
the real-time traffic or not. The test procedures and results are shown in Figures 5.2-1, 5.2-2. 
And 5.2-3  

In case 1, the delay function between two true packets is tested. Packets are sent from Node 2 
to Node 1. N (in this case N=1) false packets are inserted in between 2 true packets as shown 
in Fig. 5.2.2a. The duration of a packet is 122 microseconds. The resulting time delay is 243 ± 
5 microseconds. As expected, the number of true packets is equal to the total packet number 
divided by (N+1).   

 

Fig. 5.2-1: The topology of the false packet test. 
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Fig. 5.2-2a, the delay function of the false packets in case1 

 

In case 2, the procedure is the same as in case 1, while N is varied. The time delay is shown to 
be 122 x (N+1) microseconds, and the number of true packets is equal to the total packet 
number divided by (N+1).   

 

Fig. 5.2-2b, the delay function of the false packets in case2 

 

In case 3, two set of mixed packets are sent from Node 2 and Node 3 to Node 1 respectively 
via the Switch in order to compare the difference of delay for the true packets and the false 
packets. The mixed packet pattern is shown in Fig. 5.2-3.  The true packets from Node 3 
replace the false packets from Node 2, the resulting delay pattern observed is the same as in 
case 1 and 2.           
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Figure 5.2-3: the false packet test shows the switch discard the packet. 

5.3 Synchronization tests 

Cycle synchronization test 

The cycle synchronization test is used to verify the precision of the cycle. The test topology 
and the test methods are shown in Figure 5.3-

1  

                                 Figure 5.3-1a 

    

                                               Figure 5.3-1b 
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            Figure 5.3-1c       

 

Figure 5.3-1d: Cycle synchronization test topologies and the test methods 

Case 1:  

The process is shown in Fig. 5.3-1b. The pattern of a cycle is composed of 1 CycleSyn packet 
and 128 false packets of 1508 bytes. The test cycle is repeated 200 times. The average time-
slot is approx. 122.5us. The resulting cycle is 15636 ± 10 microseconds.  

Case 2: 

An example of the process is shown in Fig. 5.3-1d. 2 sets of mixed packets are sent from 2 
separate source nodes to the destination node. The size of packets is the same as in case 1. 
The average time-slot is approx. 122.5us. (In case 2 laptop Samsung P35 is used as 
destination) The resulting cycle is 15705 ± 10 microseconds.  
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Propagation latency test 

The test is similar to 5.1. 

The response synchronization test 

Firstly, different latencies between different nodes are found by transmitting a packet to the 
destination nodes and loop back respectively. Secondly, the number of bytes that should be 
increased or decreased into the frame is checked to synchronize the source nodes (Refer 4.2.3 
for details; P28). 

The packets are received by the destination node and the sampled characters are shown as 
follows. (A sampled character is picked from a packet) 

If latency1 refers to the latency between node 2 and node1, and latency2 refers to the latency 
between node3 and node1, then the number of bytes that should be increased or decreased in 
the frame to synchronize the nodes is equal to the absolute value of that the latency1 minus 
the latency2. See Figure 5.3-2  

            

               

  Figure 5.3-2: The response synchronization tests show the different latency. 

Case 1: Initially Two source nodes were not synchronized well with each other. Here is an 
example picked up from the test. The errors are marked and shown with bold characters. 

ppoppoppopppoppoppoppopppoppoppoppopppopppoppoppoppopppoppoppoppopppopoppop
ppoppoppoppopppoppoppoppopppoppoppoppopppoppoppoppopppoppoppoppopppoppoppo
ppopppoppoppoppopppoppoppoppopppoppoppoppopppoppoppoppopppoppoppoppopppo
ppoppoppopppoppoppoppopppoppoppoppopp… 
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Case 2: After adjusting by above mentioned procedure, two source nodes synchronized with 
each other. The result is as shown below. 

ppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppo
ppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppo
ppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppo
ppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppo
ppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppo
… 

5.4 EDF-scheduled TDMA test 

The TDMA test is simulated to transmit the packet at the specified time-slot which is 
scheduled by EDF scheduling algorithm. The simulation network topology is shown in Figure 
5.4-1. The test procedures focus on different cycles. The packets are received by the 
destination node and the sampled characters are shown as follows (A sampled character is 
picked from a packet). Results are given below. . 

                          

                                              Figure 5.4-1: TDMA test 

 

Case1: A cycle with 128 time-slots. 

The TTt in the source node 2 

Slots 0 1 2 3 …                      127 

TTt 1 -1 -1 1 …                       
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The TTt in the source node 3 

Slots 0 1 2 3 …                      127 

TTt -1 1 1 -1 …                       

 

The test result is as follows: (A sampled character is picked from each of the packet) 

a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p p  a  p  p  a  p  p  
a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  
a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  a  p  p  
a  p  p linux:~ # 

Case 2: A cycle with 1280 time-slots. 

The TTt in the source node 2 

Slots 0 1 2 3 …                      1279 

TTt 1 -1 -1 -1 …                       

 

The TTt in the source node 3 

Slots 0    1 2 3 …                      1279 

TTt -1 1 1 1 …                       

 

The packets are received by the destination node and the sampled characters are shown as 
follows.  

apppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppa
pppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppap
ppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapp
papppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppappp
……………………………………………… 

Case 3: The cycle with 12800 time-slots. 

Refer the above tables for TTt structures and methods. The pattern is slightly different, and 
the cycle is ten times the above length.  

ppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppo
ppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppo
ppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppo
ppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppoppppo
………………………………………………….. 
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From the above results it is evident that, EDF-scheduled TDMA is working well even for 
cycles with higher number of time slots 

 

5.5 TTt control test 

TTt control test is used to check if the transmitting procedure can be controlled by the TTt. 
See Figure 5.5-1 The test is similar to the TDMA test but focus on the different pattern of the 
TTt s. The packets are received by the destination node and the sampled characters are shown 
as follows (A sampled character is picked from a packet). The result is shown as follows. 

           

                  Figure 5.5-1: TTt control test is as shown. 

The proposed TTt s for the source node 2 and node 3 are as follows: 

The packets with character “p” are sent from node 2 and the packets with character “a” are 
sent from node 3. The total true packets are 10 x 128 = 1280. 

Pattern 1: 

The TTt in the source node 2 

Slots 0 1 2 3 4 5 . . .                  127 

TTt 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 . . .                   

 

The TTt in the source node 3 

Slots 0 1 2 3 4 5 . . .                  127 

TTt -1 1 1 1 1 -1 . . .                   
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The packets are received by the destination node and the sampled characters are shown as 
follows. 

apppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppp
papppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppappp
ppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapp
pppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppap
ppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppapppppappppap 

 

Pattern 2: 

The TTt in the source node 2 

Slots 0 1 2 3 4 . . .                   127 

TTt 1 -1 -1 -1 1 . . .                    

 

The TTt in the source node 3 

Slots 0 1 2 3 4 . . .                   127 

TTt -1 1 1 1 -1 . . .                    

 

The packets are received by the destination node and the sampled characters are shown as 
follows. 

apppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppa
pppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppap
ppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapp
papppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppappp
apppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppapppa 

The packets with character “t” are sent from node 2 and the packets with character “o” are 
sent from node 3. The total real packets are 50 x 128 = 6400. 

The TTt s are as follows: 

The TTt in the source node 2 

Slots 0 1 2 3 4 5 . . .                  127 

TTt -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 . . .                   
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The TTt in the source node 3 

Slots 0 1 2 3 4 5 . . .                  127 

TTt 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 . . .                   

 

The packets are received by the destination node and the sampled characters are shown as 
follows. 

   

tttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttoottootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttoottto
otttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttoott
tootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttoottto
otttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttoott
tootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttootttoottto 
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6.  Results and analysis 

Our simulations show that EDF-scheduled TDMA can be implemented via cycle tests and TTt 
control tests using the existing normal switch, the NIC of the end nodes and the distributed 
software. It can be observed that packets can be scheduled on the TDMA according to the TTt 
and they would be transmitted on time to the destination. Results are as expected, thus the 
cycle veracity should be considered accurate in the simulation system. The tests show that the 
EDF-scheduled TDMA is feasible, i.e. the packets are sent to their destination nodes on time, 
enabling hard real-time guarantees in the switched Ethernet. 
 
Though the source nodes can not be synchronized exactly with each other due to software 
limitations, via checking the order of the characters (the order of packets in the TTt), good 
synchronization is achieved.   
 
If the false packet can not be dropped at the ingress of the switch, the congestion will be 
raised immediately by the overload. The results show the false packets work very well in 
delay functions and play an important role in the network. 
  
We simulated synchronization via several different tests, including cycle synchronization, 
propagation latency synchronization, and response synchronization, using false packets. Our 
synchronization method tested is relatively simple compared to synchronization methods 
currently used for distributed systems, which use modified hardware or system software. 
[3]Although the forwarding synchronization simulation test has not been performed, in 
theory, an extra latency would be raised by the solution (please refer to 4.2 for details).  
 
The hard real-time guarantee Ethernet implemented in this project for periodic traffic in 
industrial applications is simpler (no additional hardware and simpler protocol) and has more 
specific applications than the widely used industrial standard such as PROFINET and 
POWERLINK.  
  
In simulation tests, the response of the system call sendto() and receivefrom() had different 
delays in different computers. The qualities of the hardware slightly affect the results of the 
simulations. P35 as the source node obtained better results because the delay of the system 
call sendto() is comparatively permanent, while DELL GX110 desktops have a variable delay 
of the system call. This results in small differences in between test results, but does not affect 
the validity of the conclusion. The differences could not have reflected the actual veracity of 
the results because the hardware (NIC) could not produce tens of microseconds’ differences 
so frequently. The differences should have been raised by the response of the computer 
system, more specifically, the variable delays of system calls. 
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7. Conclusions and Future work 
 
7.1 conclusions 
 
In this project, hard real-time guarantees using switched Ethernet and distributed EDF 
scheduling algorithm have been proposed. A distributed control mode, EDF- scheduled 
TDMA and the corresponding synchronization methods are discussed in detail. The 
distributed control mode is traditional but EDF-scheduled TDMA and, the timing and delay 
by using the false packets have hardly been explored before. The traditional technique and the 
new one properly combined into the switched Ethernet enables the hard real-time guarantees 
in this project. To verify the function and feasibility of the proposed solution, several 
experiments have been done, and most of them successfully performed. Expected results were 
obtained.  

- The simulation tests showed the feasibility of the implementation. If the 
implementation achieves its goal, the solution will be both practical and economical. 

- EDF-scheduled TDMA enables hard real-time guarantees in the switched Ethernet. 
The flexible time-slots allocation makes the switched Ethernet to achieve efficient 
bandwidth utilization. 

- The false packet plays an important role in the timing and delay. It simplifies the 
control of synchronizations and the timing of the TDMA. 

 
 
7.2 Future work 
 

More simulation tests can be done to further optimize the proposed method. 

It is not an ideal way to do timing and delay by sending the false packet to the switch and then 
making the switch drop it. A better way is to make an extension in the NIC. The extension 
makes the NIC delay the duration according to the size of the packet or performs the delay 
command/call from the user’s application. 

For the future work, we have aim to develop and implement the idea of using the EDF-
scheduled TDMA into the practical applications. 
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